
Public-private collaboration at FOM 

Pieter Kruit, TU Delft and winner of 
the FOM Valorisation Prize 2011: 
“Industry is an important source of 
inspiration. We do high-quality 
fundamental research that is 
interesting for industry.”

Paul Borm, Nano4Imaging: “As a 
small high-tech company we often lack 
sufficient knowledge and FOM is at the 
forefront of the latest developments: 
that proved to be an ideal 
combination.”

Joost Frenken, winner of the FOM 
Valorisation Prize 2012 and as of 2014 
director of the public-private research 
centre ARCNL: “We want to use the 
new scientific instrumentation and the 
fundamental knowledge acquired with 
this to make a worthwhile contribution 
to subjects with a direct practical 
interest, such as friction and catalysis. 
And if we are successful, we will be 
over the moon.” 

Frank de Jong, FEI: “We could never 
have realised the research being  
done by the FOM PhDs. It is ideal, an 
extension of our knowledge horizon.”

Olaf Rogge, BASF: “We can use 
scientific discoveries for technological 
breakthroughs that benefit both the 
consumer and the environment. 
Through this FOM-IPP all of the 
relevant scientific expertise we need is 
now available to us.”
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Connecting 
linking academic and industrial 
research partners via
- network meetings (such as Physics 

with Industry, Physics @FOM 
Veldhoven)

- IPP office: a single point of contact 
with expertise!

Facilitating
providing specific services in different 
phases of partnership via
- Industrial Partnership Programmes 

(new research programmes together 
with companies)

- valorisation projects (university 
researchers elaborate one of their 
existing ideas)

- sabbatical regulation
- contract research

Public-private collaboration at FOM 

- Twenty-three companies are 
currently collaborating with FOM  
in Industrial Partnership 
Programmes (IPPs).

- FOM invests an average of 7 million 
euros per year in IPPs. 

For personal advice

martijn.de.jager@fom.nl 
+31 (0)30 600 12 73 
(IPP office)

victor.land@fom.nl 
+31 (0)30 600 12 26
(valorisation)

With these initiatives FOM contributes  
to the Dutch top sectors.
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	- valorisation projects (university researchers elaborate one of their existing ideas) 

